Revolutionize the way you research International Law and Arbitration

LEGAL RESEARCH
- Multilingual search engine
- CiteMap
- Investment Law & Arbitration Wiki Notes

ARBITRATOR RESEARCH
- Arbitrator and Counsel Filters
- Arbitrator Analytics
- Conflict Checker (New)
A thorough and up-to-date database is the key to all of our products.

**One-Stop Destination for your Legal Research**


"Jus Mundi is an incredibly user-friendly and valuable service for arbitration counsel. The database of awards is comprehensive and easily searchable. It is already tremendously useful in conducting research on investment treaty arbitration issues and arbitrators, and new features are being added all the time."

Dmitri Evseev, Partner at Arnold & Porter LLP

**Rely on the most comprehensive International Law and Arbitration resource on the market**

Because international jurisprudence evolves with every case, Jus Mundi ensures that newly released documents are always integrated into our database within one week.

**MEET OUR CLIENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISDS documents</th>
<th>Commercial Arbitration documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6126 + data on 552 confidential cases</td>
<td>New + data on 1573 confidential cases (Updated &amp; growing weekly)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inter-State documents</th>
<th>IUSCT and Mixed Claims Commissions documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12784</td>
<td>2074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treaties</th>
<th>Municipal judgments enforcing and setting aside awards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3723</td>
<td>885</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Images and logos of clients]
A multilingual search engine powered by artificial intelligence and machine learning
Don't miss key information. Traditional search engines overlook at least 20% of legal references!

1. Never overlook an important holding with our high-quality documents.

2. Identify relevant portions of documents beyond your keywords.

3. Set the search criteria in **English or French**, review the responsive results in **multiple languages**.

**SPEND LESS TIME REVIEWING DOCUMENTS**

**Quickly** find relevant paragraphs of awards using keywords and intuitive connectors.

**Narrow** down your results using Filters to focus only on relevant documents.

**Alain Pellet,**
Counsel in more than 60 cases before the ICJ

“Lost in quotation? Jus Mundi is of great help and will reduce your time in finding the right one both in public international law and investment arbitration.”
LEGAL RESEARCH TOOLS

CITEemap

Comparing tribunal reasoning has never been easier
CiteMap is a user-friendly catalogue of interconnections between legal references.

INVESTMENT LAW AND ARBITRATION WIKI NOTES

Quickly pinpoint the key issues. Instant access to the most relevant jurisprudence.

Navigate through 278 specific issues and subjects.

Comprehensive list of cases referring to a treaty provision or a paragraph of a case. Instantly cross-reference jurisprudence.

Camilla Gambarini, Senior Associate at Withers
“CiteMap is an absolute must for lawyers crunched for time.”

Clicking on hyperlinks lead directly to the relevant passage of the document.

PROFOUND AND NEUTRAL ANALYSIS

Comprehensive list of references to treaties and cases in each Wiki Note.
A team of well-known Editors supervising the Wiki Notes.

Comprehensive list of cases referring to a treaty provision or a paragraph of a case. Instantly cross-reference jurisprudence.

Quickly pinpoint the key issues. Instant access to the most relevant jurisprudence.

Navigate through 278 specific issues and subjects.

Comprehensive list of references to treaties and cases in each Wiki Note.
A team of well-known Editors supervising the Wiki Notes.

Comprehensive list of cases referring to a treaty provision or a paragraph of a case. Instantly cross-reference jurisprudence.

Quickly pinpoint the key issues. Instant access to the most relevant jurisprudence.

Navigate through 278 specific issues and subjects.

Comprehensive list of references to treaties and cases in each Wiki Note.
A team of well-known Editors supervising the Wiki Notes.

Comprehensive list of cases referring to a treaty provision or a paragraph of a case. Instantly cross-reference jurisprudence.

Quickly pinpoint the key issues. Instant access to the most relevant jurisprudence.

Navigate through 278 specific issues and subjects.

Comprehensive list of references to treaties and cases in each Wiki Note.
A team of well-known Editors supervising the Wiki Notes.
Fuel your litigation strategy
Jus Mundi is the only search engine on the market equipped with comprehensive filters specific to Arbitrators and Counsel.

Quickly identify cases in which one or several arbitrators sat together.

Review legal reasoning of arbitrators on a particular issue.

Who says that arbitrator research has to be time-consuming?
Arbitrator Analytics provides statistics on an arbitrator’s activity and a list of all past cases to facilitate your due diligence analysis.

EASILY VISUALIZE ARBITRATORS’
- Current caseload
- Appointment history
- Experience with types of disputes, arbitration institutions or treaties.

Gabrielle Kaufmann-Kohler,
Partner, Lévy Kaufmann-Kohler

“Jus Mundi provides easy access to detailed arbitrator and counsel data in international cases. As such, it helps increase transparency in international arbitration in general and in the appointment of arbitrators in particular.”
Are you taking the necessary care and time to avoid potential conflicts of interest in arbitration? Conflict Checker identifies existing & past relationships among international arbitration actors in a few clicks.

Full overview to avoid conflicts of interest thanks to Jus Mundi’s most comprehensive legal database.

Presents direct relationships meaning two individuals, firms, or States in question who have been involved in the same case.

Also presents indirect relationships meaning the law firm (current or former) of an individual in question, or other individuals who have worked or are working for the firm or State in question who have been involved in the same case.

"Conflict Checker is a highly efficient tool that should supplement every arbitrator due diligence. It is not just valuable to counsel and parties but also helps increase transparency in arbitration."

Arne Fuchs
Partner, Global Co-Chair International Arbitration & Dispute Resolution, McDermott Will & Emery.
SUBSCRIBE TODAY TO JUS MUNDI TO START A
7-Day Free Trial.

For subscription details, please contact sales@jusmundi.com

YOU CAN FIND US AT

Jus Mundi
@JusMundi_com
@JusMundicom

www.jusmundi.com
Jus Mundi Tutorial Videos Available at
vimeo.com/jusmundi